Red Team Code of Conduct

**Honesty:** We shall always be honest with each other.

When making statements, team members should back claims with data and evidence, rather than just feelings. However, we should still take emotions into consideration and not be blunt or rude to each other. When conflicts arise, we will try to discuss our opinions until a majority consensus is reached and those who do not agree with the majority decision at least understand why the decision is made. If the conflict is related to team dynamics, members could report the issue to any of the two Yodas and ask for their help mediating the conflicts.

**Product not ego:** We shall put the product and its impact on users before our own ego or personal biases (and make our biases known if we are aware of them).

**Teamwork:** We shall be held accountable for our assigned individual task and will ask for help if we need it. We shall also treat others and their ideas with respect.

Team members should prioritize having efficient team meetings so that we can finish agenda items and have a clear understanding of next steps. Each person should align his/her individual contributions with the team vision for the product.

**Work habits:** We shall communicate frequently and promptly to maximize efficiency.

Team members are expected to check Slack regularly (at least once a day). Team members should also inform each other about any absences (i.e. missing a team meeting) or long lapses (i.e. more than a day) in Slack communication. When posting on Slack, we will follow the etiquette of avoiding spams.

**Budget:** We shall use our project funds only for purchases that are approved by the 2.009 administration and send our receipts immediately to the financial officers electronically.

We will not make any unnecessary purchases.

**Safety:** We shall always wear safety glasses in Pappalardo.

**Experience:** We shall work together to strive for optimal 2.009 experience.

Team members should look after each other’s well being, giving others hugs (unless they are smelly or sick).

**Bonus:** We shall not sing High School Musical songs in lab.